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Abstract approv

A study of logjam removal operations In western Oregon was

conducted from 1976-1978. Seven removal sites were monItored,

three in Cascade streams, and four on coastal watersheds. The

principal objectives of the study were to compare various methods of

logjam removal and quantify the short-term impacts of remov&L on

downstream fish populations and fish habitat.

Eectroshoc.king was utilized to monitor population changes above

and below the logjam removal sites. P1odic mapping of downstream

POOlS and reprofiling of jam removal sites were utilized to monItor

post-removal habitat changes.

The prIncipal short-term impact of logjam removal was the

release of :rapped sedIment and debris behind the jam and the destruc-

Lion of existing habitat within the logjam. Erosion at the sc-yen
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removal sites ranged from 135 m3 to 1079 m3. The major portion of

the eroded sediment consisted of size fractions less than 3.3 mm in

diameter,

Fish populations below Logjam removal sites remained at leveLs

generally equal to or exceeding pre-removal quantities. This persis-

tence was attributed to sediment deposition patterns that did riot

significantly affect certain fish habitats, as well as an ability of fish

to tolerate some sediment deposition. The presence of the 1976-1977

winter drought had a pronounced influence on populatLon changes,

post-removal habitat changes, and overall interpretation of data.
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THE IMPACTS OF LOGJAM REMOVAL ON FISH POPULATIONS AND
STREAM HABiTAT IN WESTERN OREGON

INTRODTJ CT ION

Historically logjams have been found throughout the forested

streams of the Pacific Northwest. Logjam removal has been a common

method of dealing with these large debris accumulations. Despite this

history of past removals, management of logjams continues to pose

difficult decisions. These decisions include how much debris should

be left In place, which logjams should be removed, and the best

methods of removing the logjam so as to minimize adverse impacts on

adjacent fish resources. Frequently there is little information

available to guide these logjam removal decisions.

The principal objectives of this study were to observe various

methods of logjam removal and quantify the short-term Impacts of

removal on the downstream fish populations and fish habitat. Moni-

toring of logjam sites, population studies, and mapping of downstream

fish habItat were used to evaluate impacts of logjam removal. The

study was conducted at seven logjam sites located on coastal and

Cascade watersheds in western Oregon.

Little formal research has dealt with the role of debris accumu-

lation in streams and its direct effect on fish populations and habitat.

FroehLtch (1973) documented the extent of natural and logging debris



in some Oregon streams. Past literature consists predominantly of

case studies, field observations, or limited investigations In conjunc-

tion with other research topics. Generally these observations and

investigations have shown debris in streams to produce a wide variety

of Impacts in the aquatic environment. Depending upon the size and

amount of debris, different impacts have been observed. Larger debris

has been shown to be a major factor in determining the physical and

biological characteristics of small forested streams (Swanson and

Lienkaemper 1978). The debris can affect biological productivity,

sediment routing, dissipation of stream energy, and complex changes

In channel morphology (Swanson et al. 1976). When larger debris has

accumulated, increased streambed and bank instability is often

encountered. This phenomenon has been frequently mentioned (Calhoun

1966; Helmers 1966; Meehan et al. 1969; Sheridan 1969). Two note-

worthy articles by Bishop and Shapley (undated) and mt. Pac. Salmon

Fish Comm. (1966) discuss impacts of Individual logs and logjams on

stream habitat and the effects of log driving on salmon and trout

populations. Debris jams have been generally assumed to play a

complex role in sediment routing in streams. Research by Bishop and

Shapley (undated, also see Helmers 1966) indicates that debris jams,

by Inducing streambed erosion, could possIbly improve the spawning

gravel composition in the vicinity of the logjam.

Perhaps the best known effect of debris accumulations in streams
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is blockage or delay of passage of anadromous fish. The removal of

log jam barriers has been the subject of many articles (Howell et al.

1965; Hernan et al. 1966; Swan 1972) and extensive studies (Merrell

1951; Holman and Evans 1964). Enormous quantities of accumulated

sediment are often associated with large debris concentrations such as

logjam s. When these structures are removed, either by man or nature,

the result can be sedimentation of downstream habitat. The extent

of this sedimentation and its consequences have not been researched

extensively. While there have been numerous studies dealing with

sedimentation of fish habitat (Cordone and Kelley 1961; Saunders and

Smith 1965; Platts 1968, 1972, 1974; and Hansen 1971), the one by

Bjornn et al. (1974) is one of the few dealing with massive point

source inputs, particularly on smaller stream systems.

There have been some beneficial effects attributed to debris

accumulations in streams. Two areas of potential value have been

shown to be debris acting as a cover source and as a causative factor

in the formation of rearing and pool areas. The relationship

between trout populations and various cover types has been explored

for many years (Rousefell and Everhart 1953; Boussu 1954; Chapman

and Bjornn 1969), with the presence of cover usually affecting the

distribution and abundance of salinonid populations. Recent research

by Hartman (1965), and particularly Bus tard and Narver (1975), has

indicated that debris may play an important role in providing habitat
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and aiding overwinter survival of coho salmon (Oncorhyrichus kisutch)

and steethead trout (Salmo gairdneri). The extent of this role, however,

is yet to be determined. The value (if any) of debris accumulations in

providing rearing and resting habitat has been considered by several

authors (Sheridan 1969; Meehan 1974; Moring and Lantz 1974), based

upon field observations and attempts to evaluate, the spatial require-

ments of stream salmonids, especially coho salmon. The role of debris

in providing these types of habitat has not been explored to any extent.
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SELECTION OF LOGJAM S

In November 1975 and March 1976 letters were sent to various

state and federal agencies requesting the location of known logjams.

Most of the reported jams were inspected, and background data such

as origin, size, and physical characteristics were recorded. Particular

attention was directed to those debris accumulations that were likely

candidates for removal during 1976. Proposed removals, however,

included many different types and sizes of logjams.

The logjams that were studied are large debris accumulations,

and had several common characteristics. In each case, the woody

debris exceeded approximately 7,000 board feet In volume. In

addition, the debris was sufficiently compacted so as to possibly

obstruct the upstream passage of fish and also pose some threat of

washing out during high streamfiows. These criteria excluded many

types of debris accumulations, such as random windthrow along a

stream and small debris collections in non fish-bearing channels.

Instead efforts tended to be confined to logjams resulting from

"catastrophic" events such as major floods and debris torrents.

Study Areas

Cascade Logiams

Big Fall Creek. Big Fall Creek is located within the Willamette



National Forest northeast of Lowell, Oregon. The stream begins at

2200m elevation in the west Cascade slopes and has a drainage area

of 487 km2. Fall Creek is approximately 53 km long, flows thru Fall

Creek Reservoir at km 11.6, and empties into the Willamette River.

Big Fall Creek has plant communities dominated by old growth Douglas-

fir (Pseudotsuga menziesil), western red cedar (Thuja pj.icata), and

western hemlock (Tsuga heterohvfl). Annual precipitation is approxi-

mately 100-200 cm and consists principally of rain with some snow,

primarily during the months of November through April. Although Fall

Creek is the proper name for this stream, Big Fall Creek is commonly

used within the local communities to distinguish the stream from

Little Fall Creek, located a few kilometers north. Since another jam

removal site was located on a different Fall Creek, located in the

Coast Range, Big Fall Creek is used throughout this study to identify

the Cascade stream.

The studied logjams were located in the headwaters of Big Fall

Creek. The first logjam was located at approximately stream kilometer

50 and has a drainage area of 800 hectares. The second logjam was

located approximately 1 km upstream from the lower jam and drains an

area of 485 hectares.

The uppermost jam originated during the winter of 1964-65 and

represents the ultimate depositional area for a debris torrent that began

1700 m upstream. The torrent was triggered by a large slump that
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originated at a recently constructed spur road. The slump entered a

tributary of Big Fall Creek, probably during one or more major storms

of December 19-23, 1964. The exact sequence and timing of events

associated with the debris torrent are unknown. Sluicing and redeposi-

tion affected 1700 m of channel. A major road crossing fill was breached

and the moving mass of debris and sediment traveled over a 22 meter

bedrock waterfall just prior to entering the main channel of Big Fall

Creek. Upon entering the main creek, the torrent continued down the

main channel until it stopped at the site where the removal ultimately

took place.

Upstream from the study jam there are several log jams. At

various bends and obstructions along the main channel several debris

accumulations remain from the original debris torrent. Above the road

crossing that was destroyed there are three major debris jams located

within the main tributary channel. Each of these jams has very large

sediment accumulations behind it. These jams may have resulted from

additional torrents that occurred after the main debris torrent entered

Big Fall Creek.

The lower study jam on Big Fall Creek originated during the

winter of 1971-72. It resulted from a tributary debris torrent that

entered Big Fall Creek immediately upstream from the logjam site.

There were two forks of the tributary that individually sluiced, probably

resulting in two pulses of debris entering Big Fall Creek. Both forks



of the tributary are located in a clearcut unit that was harvested in

1964.

Although chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) and steel-

head trout utilize the main stem of Big Fall Creek, the cutthroat trout

(Salmo clarki) is the only fish species present in the study areas.

Other vertebrate predators include the Pacific giant salamander

(Dicamptodon ensatus) and the tailed frog (Ascaphus truei). Cutthroat

populations on Big Fall Creek extend upstream approximately 1000 m

above the upper Big Fall Creek logjam.

Two sections of stream downstream from each logjam were

electroshocked. Each section was approximately 100 meters in length.

An additional 100 meters of stream located upstream from the upper

logjam was also electroshocked, and served as a stream reach that was

unaffected by any removal operations.

Different approaches were utilized to remove the two logjams

on Big Fall Creek. The upper jam was removed by a skyline yarder

from a nearby road. A tractor was utilized on the logjam site to remove

imbedded logs and excavate buried logs and debris. The entire jam

was removed, including all imbedded materials that became exposed

during removal operations. Merchantible logs were yarded to the road

by the skyline system and hauled away.. Unmerchantible debris was

piled by the tractor on a terrace above the stream and subsequently

burned. Removal operations on the lower jam were primarily directed



at yarding the surface logjam debris via a skyline. Debris imbedded

into the sediment behind the jam was usually cut off at the surface

and yarded to the road. A tractor was not used during this removal.

Following yarding of all large pieces of debris from the logjam, Forest

Service crews gathered the remaining small debris Into piles and burned

them. Disturbance to the site was kept to a minimum in an effort to

avoid large scale sedimentation of Big Fall Creek.

Hehe Creek. Hehe Creek is a major tributary to Big Fall Creek.

It empties into Big Fall Creek at approximately stream kilometer 40

and has a drainage area of 3600 ha. Numerous fish species utilize

the Hehe Creek watershed. Resident populations include native and

planted rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri), cutthroat trout, dace

(Rhinichthys osculus) and sculpins (Cottus rhotheus and C. beldingi).

There may also be some straying of spring chinook and steelhead from

Big Fall Creek into Hehe Creek.

The logjam was Located approximately 0.4 km above the mouth

of Hehe Creek. It consisted of five or six large logs and log sections

that were wedged across the stream channel and had accumulated a

large quantity of additional logs and floated debris. Extensive

sediment deposited behind the logjam extended 95 meters upstream.

The exact origin of the logjam remains unclear. Scar dating of upstream

trees and other debris accumulations revealed extensive debris move-

ment during the winter of 1975-76. It is not clear, however, whether
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all of the jam formed during that winter.

The purpose of completely removing the logjam was to prevent

damage from possible movement of the jam during future storms. Due

to the large drainage area above the jam (3600 hectares), and the jam's

apparent recent origin (1975-76), the possibility of the logjam washing

out seemed reasonable. Unlike other logjams in this study, the Hehe

.Creek jam was removed in one day. It was completely removed by

use of a caterpillar tractor and field personnel working all day on

September 16, 1977 Because of the rapid removal of the logjam, it

provided an excellent opportunity for assessing the number of fish

residing within the jam.

Coastal Logjams

All of the coastal logjams studied were on the Mapleton

District of the Siuslaw National Forest in western Oregon. This region

is composed predominently of sedimentary rocks (Baldwin 1976). The

steep hillslopes have characteristically shallow, poorly developed

soils with deeply cut stream channels. Dominant vegetation is

Douglas-fir, western hemlock, and western red cedar. Red alder

(Alnus rubra) is common, particularly along stream channels. Precipi-

tation on the district occurs almost exclusively as rain, principally

during the winter months (October to March). Annual rainfall amounts

range from 150 cm along the coast to over 250 cm in the coastal



mountains.

1].

All of the logjams studied on the Mapleton District were formed

with major storms during November 19 - December 1, 1975. Storms

during this period were rather intense with over 19 cm of rainfall

being recorded at the Mapleton District office, 7.6 cm of which fell

during a 6-hour period on November 30. During these storms, numerous

mass-soil movements and debris torrents formed many logjams

(Gresswell et al. 1979).

Cedar Creek. Cedar Creek is a 700 ha watershed that flows into

Sweet Creek, a tributary to the Siuslaw River. The watershed supports

anadromous populations of steelhead trout, cutthroat trout, and coho

salmon. Resident populations Include cutthroat trout, dace (Rhinichthvs

culs), and sculpins (Cottus perplexus, C. gulosis, C. as per and C.

aleutic). Extensive clearcutting has occurred on Cedar Creek, and

past mass-soil movements are common. The headwaters contain

numerous logjams, some of which mark the upper extent of ariadromous

fish distribution.

Two major logjams resulting from the November 1975 storm were

studied on this watershed. One large jam set up on the main channel

of Cedar Creek. It originated from a debris torrent in a clearcut

unit harvested in 1974. The torrent also produced two smaller logjams,

one above and one below the main jam. The large logjam was the
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only jam that posed any threat to anadromous fish passage.

Removal of the large logjam and two smaller debris accumulations

was completed in August 1976. A rubber tired skidder was used to

drag large debris to a disposal area away from the stream. Upon

completion of large debris removal, field personnel piled and burned

the remaining small woody materials. The entire alluvial deposit

behind the logjam was then seeded with grasses, and salmonberry

cuttings were introduced to speed up establishment of streamside

shrubs.

Cedar Branch. The second study jam in the watershed was

located on a Cedar Creek tributary, henceforth referred to as Cedar

Branch. Cedar Branch was the smallest watershed studied, with a

drainage area of 92 ha above the logjam. The stream supports resident

populations of cutthroat trout. No anadromous fish were ever observed

in the Cedar Branch study area. Steatnflow at the jam removal site

ranged from no surface flow to a high of 480 1/sec.

The logjam originated during the November 1975 storm as a

result of a debris torrent beginning in a tributary of Cedar Branch. The

torrent stopped upon entering Cedar Branch and resulted in a relatively

small logjam. Other mass soil failures in the Cedar Branch headwaters,

however, resulted in a large accumulation of highly erodable sediment

upstream from the newly formed logjam. Removal of the logjam was
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completed in September 1976. A skyline yarder was used to haul both

mercharitible and unmerchantible large debris ups lope to a paved

road, where it was hauled away. Upon completion of skyline yarding

operations, the site was seeded with grasses.

Fall Creek. Fall Creek is also a tributary to Sweet Creek,

located about 6.5 km upstream (south) of the Cedar Creek confluence.

The Fall Creek watershed consists of 250 ha andis located upstream

from the Sweet Creek waterfalls that block anadromous runs. Hence,

only resident populations of cutthroat trout and sculpins (Cottus

gulosis) occur in Fall Creek.

The jams on this stream formed during the November 1975 storm,

when a backsiope adjacent to spur roads on a tributary headwall failed.

This failure triggered a debris torrent that ultimately stopped approxima-

tely 1 .6 km downstream and formed two logjam s at the confluence of

the tributary with Fall Creek. The main logjam consisted of a large

quantity of broken Douglas-fir, alder, and western red cedar logs, as

well as large deposits of sediment, boulders, and debris. A smaller

jam consisting principally of alder was located 50 m downstream from

the main logjam. Another 25 meters downstream were the remains of an

older logjam that had a broad depositional area behind it. The active

channel went around this older jam. An older dry channel meandered

over the top of the older jam and rejoined the active channel some 20
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meters downstream.

The two logjams formed in 1975, as well as some surface debris

from the older jam, were removed during August 1976. A skyline was

operated from a nearby road, with merchantible logs hauled away and

unmerchatible debris stacked near the road for future burning. Following

removal of the large surface debris, Forest Service crews spent several

days piling and burning the remaining surface debris. They also

attempted to channelize the stream through the alluvial deposits to

reduce future stream meandering and sediment output. The depositional

area was also seeded with grasses and planted with salmonberry

cuttings in an attempt to further reduce erosion.

During storms In the spring of 1977, several problems developed

with the Fall Creek site. Initially access to the jam was lost due to

slides on the main roads. When the jam was inspected about two weeks

later, it was discovered that debris washed from the main jam site had

created a small logjam adjacent to the older downstream logjam. This

debris jam had diverted the streamflow and sediment into the old stream

channel and into the old logjam remnants. Because the older jam

contained numerous voids, eroding bedload accumulated in these areas

and very little of the routing sediment was felt to have reached the

first downstream electroshocking section. Followup elec troshocking

during the summer of 1977 was performed, however, to observe

population changes that might have occurred despite the limited
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exposure of fish to sediment. In addition reprofiling of the alluvial

accumulation behind the main log jam was continued along with periodic

observation of the logjam removal site.

Condon Creek. The Condori Creek logjam was located 9.7 km

upstream from the confluence of Condon Creek with the North Fork of

the Siuslaw River. The drainage area above the jam is 200 hectares

and had streamflows ranging from 84 to 4900 liters per second during

the period of study. A debris torrent originating in an adjacent clearcut

unit appeared to be the principal source of the jam debris. Several

other upstream torrents and slides also contributed additional organic

debris and sediment to the logjam. The end result was a large logjam

that apparently blocked anadromous fish runs (steelhead and coho sal-

mon). Approximately 4500 m3 of sediment, gravel, and rocks were

accumulated behind the logjam.

Since the logjam was fairly inaccessible to conventional removal

techniques, field personnel cut a channel through the jam using chain

saws One hundred fifty man-hours were required to produce the

channel, which was 6 meters wide and 42 meters long. The pieces of

logs cut from the channel were tossed onto the remaining logjam on

both sides of the channel. No efforts were made to re-establish

vegetation in the sediment accumulation behind the logjam. Additional

hand clearance work was also done in the general vicinity of the
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logjam. A channel was cut in an older logjam located 240 meters

above the main jam. The removal of numerous individual logs and small

log accumulations was also completed.

Because of extensive disturbance above and below the main

logjam, fish population estimates were not attempted. It was felt

that any post-removal changes in fish population could not be attri-

buted solely to the removal of the main logjam. The accumulated

sediment behind the largest logjam was profiled, however, and surface

sediment samples were taken. Periodic observations of the removal

site were made, particularly during periods of high water and anadro-

mous fish migration.
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Table 1. Synopsis of logjam study sites.

Partial or
Year of Treatment complete

Site origin technique (s) removal

Cascade sites

Big Fall Creek 1971-72 Skyline removal Partial
(Lower) Field crews

Big Fall Creek 1964-65 Skyline removal Complete
(Upper) Tractor removal

Grass seeding

Hehe Creek 1975-76 Tractor removal Complete
Field crews

Coastal sites

Cedar Creek 1975 Tractor removal Complete
Field crews
Grass seeding

Cedar Branch 1975 Skyline removal Partial

Fall Creek 1975 Skyline removal Partial
Field crews
Grass seeding

Coridon Creek 1975 Channel cut Partial
through logjam
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METHODS

Design of Study Sections

Two sections of stream, each approximately 100 m in length,

were selected downstream from each removal site for estimating fish

populations. The first section began at the face (downstream edge)

of the logjam and continued downstream for approximately 100 m. The

second study section began at 200 to 250 meters downstream from

the logjam. There was some variation in the exact placement of the

downstream sections due to site pecularities. An additional 100 meter

section was selected upstream from the removal site. This section

was located so as to be reasonably unaffected by the presence of the

logjam and accumulated sediment as well as to avoid disturbance

during logjam removal operations.

The upstream sections of electroshocked streams were not controls

in a strict sense. In all cases, the absence of paired streams neces-

sitated that a section of the "treatment stream serve as an indicator

of changes in fish populations that were unrelated to any treatment

effects. As sedimentation and increased turbidity were expected

downstream from each logjam removal site, the selection of an upstream

section of stream was advantageous. Due to the presence of minor

tributaries in the vicinity of the logjam, however, this selection
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resulted in most control reaches having slightly reduced streamflows

compared to downstream reaches. The upstream control reaches were

also commonly subjected to past disturbances coinciding with or

resulting from logjam formation. In the Cedar Creek watershed (Cedar

Creek and Cedar Branch), extensive mass-soil movements in the

headwaters during 1975 exposed all of the watershed to sedimentation.

On Big Fall Creek the upstream reach of stream was exposed to a

debris torrent in 1964 or 1965, which resulted in the upper study jam

on that creek. Therefore, the electroshocked reach of stream above

the logjams should not be viewed as true controls. They were sections

that were not (further) impacted by the removal of adjacent log jams.

Physical characteristics of the streams adjacent to the logjam

removal sites were measured in fall 1976, during low stream flows.

Data collected included streamflow and stream widths through all

population study sections. All major pools were mapped downstream

from the removal site to the end of the lowermost population study

section. Within major pools, depth measurements to the nearest

centimeter were taken every meter on transects .that were I or 2 meters

apart, depending on individual pool size and bottom topography. The

pool substrate was roughly mapped by categories (rocks, gravel,

fines, etc.) and a permanent elevation benchmark was establIshed

for future reference.
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Fish Population Estimates

Population estimates were made during summer 1976, prior to

removing the logjams, and during summer 1977, approximately 11

months following logjam removal. A type VII Smith-Root Inc. electro-

shocker was used for all fish capture, and the removal method of

population estimation was employed for individual fish species. In

1976, all salmonids greater than 75 mm (fork length) received a

numbered pennant tag attached by vinyl thread to the dorsal fin region.

The majority of fish species captured during electroshocking studies

also had a pelvic fin clipped to identify the stream section in which

they were initially captured.

Fish population estimates and 95 percent confidence intervals

were calculated according to Seber and LeCren (1967). Separation

of the 0 age class from other age classes was accomplished by

histogram analysis of length-frequency data or known life history

patterns. Older age classes were usually indistinguishable due to

low numbers of fish and overlapping of age classes. Young-of-the-

year and age 1+ trout (including steelhead) were separated for calcula-

tions of mean biomass. On Cedar Creek steelhead were not distinquished

from cutthroat trout due to difficulty in Identifying age 0 fish and very

low numbers of pre-smolt adults.

Biomass data were calculated with length-weight relationships
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previously generated by other researchers. For Cascade cutthroat,

the formula log OW = -4 8526 + 2.9131 log1 0L was obtained from

research at the H.J. Andrews Experimental Forest (Aho 1976). Coho

salmon weight-length calculations were based on the regression

log10W = -4.9186 + 2.9753 log10L obtained from Au (1972). Dace

calculations were performed with the relationship log1 0W = -5.2969

3.2077 log10L. This conversion was generated from data obtained by

William Sacia, an undergraduate student at Oregon State University.

Sculpins were present on Cedar, Fall, and Hehe Creeks.

Populations estimates for these fish however were not calculated.

On Cedar and Fall Creeks sculpins do comprise a significant portion

of the total fish biomass. On Hehe Creek they are probably a minor

constituent.

Electroshocking was used to estimate the number of fish residing

within the Big Fall Creek (lower) jam. Wire-mesh screen was used

to block the creek above and below the logjam prior to removal.

The. screens were maintained for several weeks while the large woody

debris was cable yarded from the jam site. Upon completion of most

of the cable yarding, the logjam was electroshocked. Only one sweep

of the logjam could be completed, hence only a minimum estimate of

the salmorild population was obtained. During summer 1977 the lower

Big Fall Creek logjam was again electroshocked. Because some

areas of the jam continued to be inaccessible, the captured fish again
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represented only a minimal estimate of salmonid numbers and biomass.

The Hehe Creek logjam removal afforded a unique opportunity

to assess the fish population associated with that jam. The stream

was blocked with 0.63 cm (0.25 inch) wire-mesh screen above and

below the logjam and the enclosed stream sections electroshocked on

September 15, 1977. All areas of the stream were electroshocked

except a region of floating debris Immediately behind the logjam.

Upon completion of two sweeps of the enclosed stream, all fish were

measured, marked with a pelvic fin clip, and released outside the

enclosed area. The logjam was completely removed the following day,

with the blocking screens remaining in place throughout the operation.

Upon completion of the jam removal, the enclosed stream section was

again electroshocked. This time, however, there were no inaccessible

areas. The increase In the fish population between the pre and post-

removal estimate was attributed to fish residing within the floating

portion of the Logjam.

Sediment Profiling and Analysis

Following removal of a logjam, the surface of the accumulated

sediment was profiled with a self-leveling level and a 25-foot (7. 6 m)

graduated leveling rod. Wooden stakes were used to establish

permanent transects perpendicular to the channel axis and spaced at

3 meter intervals (5 meters on Cedar Creek). The self-Leveling level
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was positioned upstream from the accumulated sediment and an eleva-

tiori benchmark was established in a nearby tree for future reference.

Profile elevations were recorded every meter along each transect with

elevations recorded to the nearest 0.1 foot (3 cm). The total number

of measurements made at each site ranged from 186 measurements at

Cedar Creek to 504 measurements at Fall Creek.

The sediment accumulations were reprofiled during the summer

of 1977 and spring of 1978. The profile changes reflected the amount

of downcutting (and/or redeposition) that occurred during the winters.

Profile changes were used to estimate the quantity of erosion (in m3)

for each logjam removal site.

At five sites (Cedar Creek, Cedar Branch, Condon Creek, Fall

Creek, and upper Big Fall Creek) the particle size distribution of

sediment trapped behind each jam was characterized. The individual

profile sites provided a sampling pool from which approximately 30

sites were selected for sediment sampling. Sites were chosen by a

random sampling procedure to cover all areas of the accumulated

sediment. The sampling site was located 1 m upstream from each

profile site to avoid disturbance or excavation of the area to be

reprofiled. A McNeil sampler (McNeil and Ahnell 1960) was used to

extract sediment samples from the surface of the depositional area or

from within the active stream channel. Each sample was 15 cm in

diameter and varied from 12 to 18 cm in depth, resulting in a sample
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volume of 2120 to 3181 cm3. Samples were placed in individual

polyethylene bags for future analysis. In the laboratory each sediment

sample was wet sieved through a sieve series of the following sizes

(in mm): 102, 50.8, 25.4, 12.7, 6.35, 3.327, 1.65, 0.850, and

0.106. Floated organic debris was separated from the sediment during

sieving and discarded. The fine silt passing the .106 mm sieve was

collected in a 500 ml graduated cylinder, allowed to settle for one hour,

and Its volume recorded. The volume of all other sieved sediments

were determined by volumetric displacement as described by McNeil

and Ahnell (1960). The volumetric percentage contributed by each size

class was then calculated for every sediment sample.

Removal Methods

All logjam removal operations were completed at low summer

streamfiows prior to any significant winter stormflow. At each site,

U.S. Forest Service contract specifications were designed to minimize

the presence of heavy equipment within the active stream channel,

thereby reducing sediment output during removal. On Big Fall Creek,

Fall Creek, and Cedar Branch a skyline cable system was utilized to

remove large woody debris with a minimum of site disturbance.

Although a tractor was used in addition at the upper Big Fall Creek

site, sedimentation of downstream habitat was avoided by temporarily

diverting the stream Into an old channel that flowed around the
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logjam. On Cedar and Hehe creeks respectively, a rubber tired

skidder and tractor were used and operated from one side of the active

channel, hence reducing in-channel disturbances. The Condori Creek

removal involved no heavy equipment, only field crews with chain

saws. A photographic record was kept of each removal site as well

as major pools downstream from the logjam. Photographs were taken

before, during, and after removal operations, and throughout the two

years following jam removal as changes were noted in various stream

reaches.

The winter of 1976-77 was characterized by drought. From

October 1976 through February 1977 precipitation was substantially

below average throughout the Pacific Northwest (Bates 1978). The

drought caused several changes in Implementation of the study arid

interpretation of data. Rather than attempting to summarize the

implications of the drought in one section, drought-induced changes

will be discussed in individual results and discussion sections of

this report.
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Profile Changes

Reprofiling of jam removal sites showed substantial down-

cutting following winter stream flows (Table 2). These figures reflect

not only sediment output but also the loss of organic material (both

large arid small) Imbedded within the sediment. With the exception

of Fall Creek, the amount of large organic debris within the alluvial

deposits was estimated to range from 0 to 20%. At the Fall Creek

site, organic debris was approximately 40-50% of the total.

Because of mild winter conditions in 1976-77, dowricutting

during the first year was abnormally low. On the other hand, storms

of winter 1977-78 were of greater severity than those experienced

during an uaverageu winter. Therefore, the total sediment released

during both winters may represent an amount of erosion greater than

would occur in an saveragehI winter.

Grass seeding and planting of shrub sprouts in the alluvial

sediments failed to reduce erosion. There was simply insufficient

time before winter storms to allow any significant stabilization of

the alluvium to occur. Therefore, although seeding of the logjam

removal sites improved their appearance, the introduced vegetation

had little effect on the amount of erosion.
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Table 2. Stored alluvial quantities and amounts eroded following
logjam removal.

Appr ox.
quantity Amount eroded (m3)
stored Percent

Location (m3) 1976-1977 1977-1978 Total Eroded

Big Fall Creek (Upper) 3600 100 929 1029 29

Big Fall Creek (Lower)* 4100 24 814 838 20

Hehe Creek 1100 ___** 1072 1072 97

Condon Creek* 4500 30 609 639 14

Fall Creek* 2400 56 133 189 8

Cedar Creek 1200 318 405 723 60

Cedar Branch* 800 62 73 135 17

Partial removals
**Removed in 1977



The erosion of alluvial deposits uncovered considerable organic

debris, especially during winter 1977-78. Exposure of large debris,

particularly logs, had a profound influence on erosional patterns and

the quantities of eroded sediment. On upper Big Fall Creek, exposure

of one large log resulted in the erosion of over 100 m3 of sediment

that would not have otherwise occurred. At Condon Creek, exposed

large debris within the channel cleared through the logjam continued

to provide some passage problems for adult steelhead. At Fall Creek,

and at both Big Fall Creek sites, large debris washed downstream from

the former jam sites. The debris tended to form downstream accumula-

tions that induced dramatic changes in channel location and patterns

of bedload deposition (Figures 1A, lB and 1C),

Sediment Analysis

The sediment and gravel behind and within the logjams contained

extremely high concentrations of fine sediments. At the five logjam

sites sampled the mean amounts of fine sediments (<0.850 mm)

ranged in volume from 30.7% to 81.0% of the sampled substrate

(Table 3). Since the sampling sites encompassed all of the deposi-

tiorial area behind and within each logjam, the majority of samples

were taken outside the active (summer) stream channel. Those

samples taken from within the active channel had concentrations of

fine sediments (<0.850 mm) lower than the adjacent depositional areas.
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Figure 1A. Small pool located 70 m downstream from upper Big Fall
Creek logjam - October 3. 976 (note the log in the lower
right corner as a reference point).

Figure . Wide angle view of same location as Figure 1A showing
debris washed from the former logjam - August 1978
(note reference log in same position).

Figure 1C. Overview of debris accumulation in Figure lB.
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Figure 1A. Figure lB.

Figure 1C.
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Table 3. Sediment composition of depositional areas associated with
logjams. Values are expressed as cumulative percentage
less than the size indicated.

Mean volume (percent)
Upper Big Condon Fall Cedar Cedar

Size class Fall Cr. Cr. Cr. Cr. Br.

<00106mm 12.3 11.0 36.6 13.1 24.5

<0.850 30.7 54.3 81.1 58.1 61.0

<1.65 37.5 60.3 84.8 61.8 64.7

<3.327 45.2 66.9 87.8 65.7 70.3

<6.35 52.0 73.6 90.2 70.3 76.9

<12.7 60.4 82.1 93.4 76.8 84.3

<25.4 71.7 91.2 95.8 83.4 89.5

<50.8 87.2 98.4 98.7 93.7 94.8

<102 100. 100. 100. j0.. 100.

28 28 28 23 33
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At all sites, a horizontal layering of sediment size fractions was

observed. Boulders, rocks, and gravels were generally concentrated

in one or more of the deeper layers of accumulated sediment. Along

with these coarser materials, a large amount of fine sediment was still

present, although the quantities appeared to be consistently less than

the surface concentrations. Therefore, the sediment analysis should

not be interpreted as characterizing the entire deposit. It does repre-

sent the material that is initially eroded during jam removal operations

and winter storms following removal. In addition, as stormflows cut

deeper into the sediment layers, the sloughing of uneroded sediment

terraces provides a source of continued fine sediment input.

Patterns of Downstream Sedimentation

As logjam depositional areas were eroded, a separation of

sediment size fractions occurred downstream. Generally the larger

diameter rocks were retained closer to the logjam site, and the

smaller fractions washed progressively farther downstream. For

example, on Cedar Creek the pool located closest to the removal

site (20 meters downstream) filled in with boulders and large rocks,

with smaller materials filling in the interstices. The second pool

(50 meters) contained gravel in addition to a number of rocks and

small boulders. Pools 3 and 4 (290 and 450 meters respectively)

were filled predominately by gravels, with sand and silt in backwater
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areas.

On some streams, deposits of gravel potentially suitable for

spawning appeared. This was particularly noticeable on streams that

had sufficient watershed area above the jam site to have bedload

gravel present behind the logjam (i.e. Condon and Hehe creeks). The

erosion of the Hehe Creek accumulation (Figures 2A and 2B) (winter

1977-78) resulted in the formation of extensive gravel deposits down-

stream for several hundred meters The Condon and upper Big Fall

Creek logjam removals also resulted In limited areas of gravel deposi-

tion. The gravel in pools 3 and 4 in Cedar Creek appeared to have

promise for spawning in the future. They were washed away, however,

during the 1977-78 storms. On most of the sites that had sediment

accumulations solely as a result of a recent debris torrent (all other

Mapleton logjams) there did not appear to be significant amounts of

spawning gravel within the eroding sediment.

Some distinct depositional patterns in pools occurred downstream

from logjam removal sites. On those streams with long large pools

(i.e. Cedar Creek and to a lesser extent Condon Creek) obvious

deposition of sediment, rocks, and boulders was evident. On Big

Fall Creek, which was characterized by a steeper gradient and more

plunge pools than coastal watersheds, deposition within the pools was

minimal, Reprofiling these pools revealed no significant changes in

accumulated sediment, other than occasional deposition in backwater
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Figure 2A. Accumulated sediment and rocks immediately upstream
from Hehe Creek logjam - September 1977. (A portion
of the logjam is in the foreground. Also note the single
log on the sediment at the top of the photo.)

Figure 2B. Hehe Creek. Same location as Figure 2A after logjam
removal and winter storms - March 1978 (the log at the
top of the photo is now 2 rn above the stream).
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Figure 2A.

Figure 2B.
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areas and at the downstream edge.

Other areas of noticeable sediment deposition included reaches

along the sides of the high-water channel. Changes in downstream

riffles were also evident. Typically the riffle had a noticeably

increased quantity of imbedded gravel and fine sediment among the

dominant substrate, although this Increased Imbeddedness was quite

variable. Therefore quantifying downstream sedimentation was quite

difficult.

On Cedar Creek, only 38% of the sediment that eroded during

the 1976-77 winter could be found between the log jam site and the

confluence with Sweet Creek (550 in downstream). Of approximately

318 m3 of sediment released, 75 in3 accumulated In 4 major pools

downstream (Figure 3A and 3B). An additional 45 m3 of sediment was

identified within other stream reaches or accumulated along the stream-

banks. The remaining quantity (approximately 198 m3) was unaccounted

for, and presumably entered Sweet Creek.

Fish Populations

Most estimates of fish biomass and density were either

essentially unchanged from one year to the next, or were larger in

1977 (Table 4). The only section that showed a substantial decline

in population levels was on Cedar Creek (section 2 - immediately

below the removal site) due to a statistically significant difference
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Figure 3A. Cedar Creek. Large pool located 450 m downstream from
logjam - November 1976 (the photo was taken after
logjam removal and prior to any major storms).

Figure 3B. Cedar Creek. Same location as Figure 3A - June 1977.
(At this time 39 m3 of gravel and sediment eroded from
the Cedar Creek logjam were deposited in the pool.)
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Table 4. Biomass (g) and density (g/m2) for electroshocked sections.

Biomass Density
1976 1977 1976 1977

Cedar Creek (163 to 263 m above logjam)

Age 1+ trout 571.9 926.5 1.80 4.07
AgeOtrout 92.7 299.3 0.29 1.31
Age 1+ dace 0. 98.4 0. 0.43
Age 0 dace 0. 9.8 0. 0.04
Age 0 coho 0, 145.8 0. 0.64

664.6 1479.8 2.09 6.49

Cedar Creek (0 to 100 m below logjam)

Age 1+ trout 647.7 357.5 1.80 1.51
Age 0 trout 142.9 332.2 0.40 1.40
Agel+dace 620.8 333.7 1.72 1.41
Age 0 dace 78.7 49.0 0.22 0.21
Age 0 coho 132,0 85.6 0.37 0.36

1622.1 1158.0 4.51 4.89

Cedar Creek (250 to 350 m below logjam)

Age 1+ trout 232.5 253.1 0.46 0.70
Age 0 trout 233.1 431.0 0.46 1.19
Agel+dace 574.2 402.1 1.14 1.11
Age 0 dace 44.3 138.0 0.09 0.38
Age 0 coho 174.5 101.5 0.35 0.28

1258.6 1325.7 2.50 3.66

Cedar Creek pool (440 to 464 rn below logjam)

Age 1+ trout 222.1 426.0 1.28 2.10
Age 0 trout 12.9 40.5 0.07 0.20
Agel+dace 167.8 756.2 0.97 3.74
Age 0 dace 244.4 143.3 1.41 0.71
AgeOcoho 350.6 243.7 2,02 1.20

997.8 1609.7 5.75 7.95



Table 4 (continued)

Biomass Density
1976 1977 1976 1977

Cedar Branch (237 to 337 m above logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat
Age 0 cutthroat

591.4 672.3
59.0 126.0

650.4 798.3

Cedar Branch (0 to 100 m below logjam)

3.17
0.32
3.49

4.89
0.92
5.81

Agel+cutthroat 409.7 443.2 3.15 3.78
Age 0 cutthroat 116.0 36.9 0.89 0.31

525.7 480.1 4.04 4.09

Cedar Branch (213 to 313 m below logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat
Age 0 cutthroat

325.0 345.5
33.1 15.2

358.1 360.7

Fall Creek (72 to 173 m above logjam)

2.08
0.21
2.29

3.40
0.15
3.55

Age 1+ cutthroat 902.3 843.5 3.30 3.84
Age 0 cutthroat 173.9 197.4 0.64 0.90

1076.2 1040.9 3.94 4.74

Fall Creek (109 to 205 m below logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat 519.1 625.9 2.06 3.00
Age 0 cutthroat 265.3 174.7 1.05 0.95

784.4 800.6 3.11 3.95

Fall Creek (312 to 409 m below logjam)

Agel+cutthroat 1105.5 1471.2 3.49 5.99
Age 0 cutthroat 108.4 77.6 0.34 0.32

1213.9 1548.8 3.83 6.31
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Table 4 (continued)

Biomass Density
1976 1977 1976 1977

Big Fall Creek (84 to 184 m above upper logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat
Age 0 cutthroat

422.3 768.2
102.7 15.7
525.0 783.9

Big Fall Creek (0 to 97 m below upper logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat
Age 0 cutthroat

254.2 734.6
146.2 16.7
400.4 751.3

Big Fall Creek (197 to 297 m below upper logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat
Age 0 cutthroat

420.7 913.2
215.4 36.6
636.1 949.8

Big Fall Creek (0 to 100 m below lower logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat
Age 0 cutthroat

914.0 851.0
144.8 10.9

1058.8 861.9

Big Fall Creek (200 to 300 m below lower logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat
Age 0 cutthroat

L

931.4 976.7
138.4 35.8

1069.8 1012.5

1.30 2.95
p.32 0.06
1.62 3.01

0.57 3.04
0.33 0.07

.90 3.11

1.12 3.76
0.57 0.15
1.69 3.91

2.01 2.80
0.32 0.04
2.33 2.84

1.86 3.00
0.28 0.11
2.14 3.11
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in age 1+cutthroat and steelhead numbers. Estimates of density

(g/m2) increased at all locations. This increase was attributed In

great measure to the drought. A comparison of mean stream widths

within the electroshocking sections for 1976 and 1977 revealed a

distinct decline in stream widths in 1977 (Table 5). Therefore, although

total biomass within a given stream section may have remained essen-

tially constant for both years (for example see the upper two sections

on Fall Creek), the density increased markedly In 1977.

There was no consistent pattern in total biomass of age 0 fish

species for 1976 and 1977. In Big Fall Creek, all electroshocked

sections showed a substantial reduction in age 0 cutthroat in 1977,

which may have been a side effect of the drought. On coastal streams,

however, age 0 fish species showed both increases and decreases in

total biomass levels between the two years.

In Cedar Creek, the population of juvenile coho salmon was

unexpectedly persistent. During electroshocking of this stream in

1976, age 0 coho salmon were found almost exclusively in pools.

Because several of the larger pools were filled in with sediment during

the winter of 1976-77, a decline in coho numbers and biomass was

anticipated. Although some decline in coho numbers was observed in

the two downstream electroshocked sections (and a large pool 450

meters downstream), these declines were not statistically significant.

Changes in habitat utilization from deep to shallower water accounted



Table 5. Mean stream widths (m) for fish electro

1976

Cedar Creek

163 to 263 m above logjam 3. 18

0 to 100 m below logjam 3.61

250 to 350 m below logjam 5. 03

43

hocking sections.

1977

2.28

2.37

3. 64

Cedar Branch

237 to 337 m above logjam 1. 87 1. 38

0 to 100 m below logjam 1.30 1. 17

213 to 313 m below logjam 1.56 1.02

Fall Creek

72 to 173 m above logjam 2.71 2. 17

109 to 205 m below logjam 2. 62 1. 90

312 to409mbelowlogjam 3.16 2.46

Big Fall Creek

84 to 184 m above upper jam 3. 25 2. 60

0 to 97 m below upper jam 4. 56 2. 66

197 to 297 m below upper jam 3.79 2.46

0 to 100 m below lower jam 4. 60 3. 06

200 to 300 m below lower jam 5. 21 3. 39
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for some of the persistence of coho salmon. Additionally in some pools

available habitat was reduced less than expected by sediment depo-

sition. Pool volume was maintained (or declined less than expected)

in those pools because the elevation of the pool was raised due to a

damming effect of deposited sediment. Therefore 10 to 20 m3 of

sediment added to a pool did not necessarily mean a 10 to 20 m3 decline

in pool volume. The elevated surface of the pool allowed previously

shallow regions of the pool to become deeper and more acceptable

as coho habitat. This increase in surface elevation was not obvious,

except when the pool was remapped (Appendix B).

The absence of coho in the upstream Cedar Creek section in

1976 is noteworthy. Extensive electroshocking above the Cedar Creek

jam in 1976 revealed no dace or juvenile coho salmon. Observation

of subsequent adult coho runs and electroshocking in 1977 led to the

conclusion that the Cedar Creek jam blocked the adult coho run during

the winter of 1975-76. The jam also apparently obstructed the upstream

movement of dace populations. One year following logjam removal

coho distribution was extended approximately 1 .5 km upstream and dace

were found up to 176 m above the former jam site.

The mean size of all age 0 fish captured in 1977 was consistently

less than those captured in 1976 (Table 6). Because of the drought,

electroshocking was purposely completed earlier in 1977 and may

account for some of the size differences between the two years. The
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Table 6. Mean size of fish (mm) and two standard errors of the mean
(2 S.E.) of fish in electroshocked stream sections.

1976 1977

N Size (2 S.E.) N Size (2 S.E.)

Cedar Creek

Age 1+ trout 62 124.5 (4.4) 52 127.0 (5.1)

Age 0 trout 87 64.0 (1.5) 302 62.4 (0.8)

Agel+dace 78 88.4 (1.8) 111 77.8 (2.0)

Age 0 dace 23 69.6 (1.6) 109 52.1 (0.8)

Age 0 coho 44 71.7 (1.8) 87 67.4 (2.3)

Cedar Branch

Age 1+ cutthroat 71 115.4 (5.0) 54 131.8 (5.8)

Age 0 cutthroat 60 63.2 (2.1) 105 49.8 (1.1)

Fall Creek

Age 1+ cutthroat 99 129.2 (3.8) 107 130.5 (4.8)

Age 0 cutthroat 152 66.3 (1.5) 144 61.2 (1.5)

Big Fall Creek

Age 1 cutthroat 179 115.9 (2.9) 293 110.4 (2.2)

Age 0 cutthroat 422 52.3 (0.6) 85 48.5 (1.2)
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electroshocking ranged from 4 weeks earlier at Cedar Branch to 1

week at Cedar Creek. The size of age 1+ fish was quite variable

among the streams. For example, the mean length of cutthroat trout

in Cedar Branch was greater in 1977, but remained approximately the

same in Cedar Creek for both years. Age 1+ dace on Cedar Creek,

however, declined in mean length in 1977. At other streams the age

1+ fish exhibited only minor differences in mean length between the

two years.

Substantial populations of cutthroat trout were present in the

lower Big Fall Creek jam in 1976 (during removal) and 1977 (Table 7).

Because portions of the stream within the logjam remained inaccessible

during both years, only those fish that were captured or stunned and

lost in the debris were included in the minimum population estimate

for the jam. Although there were fewer fish captured in 1977 than

1976, there is no way to infer changes in absolute numbers or biomass

from 1976 to 1977. In both years, however, the fish population

residing in the logjam exceeded that in 100 m of adjacent stream.

Immediately following removal of the Hehe Creek logjam, electro-

shocking revealed a salmonid (age 1+) population estimate of 123

cutthroat and rainbow trout, weighing a total of 1 .8 kg. By estimating

the "surface area" of the floating debris behind the logjam, a density

estimate for salmoriid biomass was found to be 51 .5 g/m2 within the

jam. Sculpins, dace, and age 0 salmonids were also present, but
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Table 7. Minimum population and biomass estimates for (lower) Big
Fall Creek logjam.

1976 1977

Population estimate (age 1+) 101 72

Population estimate (age 0) 50 29

Biorriass estimate (age 1+) 1204 996

Biomass estimate (age 0) 70 56
1274 1052



an accurate estimate of their numbers or biomass was not obtained.

Comparison of Logjam Removal Techniques

During logjam removal, there was a marked increase in turbidity

downstream from each removal site despite restrictions on heavy

equipment in the channel. This turbidity largely resulted from distur-

bance of organic debris and fine. inorganic sediment within the jam site,

rather than from any extensive dowricutting of the accumulated sediment

associated with the logjam s. If equipment use had not been regulated,

disturbance to the site and sedimentation during logjam removal would

probably have increased. Therefore, the equipment restrictions,

while not preventing short-term deterioration of downstream water

quality, undoubtedly reduced the extent and duration of downstream

turbidity.

Channel disturbance during logjam removal varied considerably

at the three logjam sites where tractors were used. At Hehe and Cedar

creeks, the tractor was kept out of the active channel as much as

possible. Tractor use caused extensive excavation and disturbance

at the upper Big Fall Creek jam. Surface sediments were pushed to

both sides of the stream channel and all exposed logs were removed.

Upon completion of the logjam removal, the site appeared to be

"overcleaned't Figures 4A and 4B). Mter two winters, however, a

large quantity of debris had washed from the site and debris-induced
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Figure 4A. Upper Big Fall Creek logjam - August 1976.

Figure 48. Upper Big Fall Creek logjam after removal - October
1976.
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Figure 4A.

Figure 413.
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Figure 4C. Upper Big Fall Creek logjam site 1 year after removal -
September 1977 (note the amount of exposed debris in the
eroded channel).

Figure 4D. Upper Big Fall Creek logjam site 2 years after removal -
Spring 1978.
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Figure 4C.

Figure 4D.
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erosion occurred within the former jam despite the initial Impression

of overcleaning (Figure 4C and 4D).

There was very limited site disturbance or excavation of alluvial

materials at the logjams removed by a skyline yarder. Only large

surface debris was removed at each site, with buried logs and debris

left intact or cut off at the surface (Figures 5A and 5B).. Large quantities

of small organic debris remained after yarding of the larger debris.

On lower Big Fall Creek, efforts to remove only the surface of

the logjam and avoid extensive erosion produced mixed results. During

the drought winter of 1976-77, erosion at the jam site was minimal

and the site remained essentially unchanged from its post-removal

appearance. Higher streamfiows the following winter caused erosion

around and under the remaining debris, and caused changes in stream

courses through the remaining logjam. The result was fairly large

output of sediment, downstream movement of numerous large pieces of

debris, and partial erosion of the road fill adjacent to the logjam.

Although partial removal of this logjam undoubtedly reduced sediment

erosion, the removal operation was not completed as of 1978. Further

hand removal was needed at the site to alleviate the road erosion,

and dispose of debris uncovered during high streamflows. When this

work is completed there will. undoubtedly be additional erosion of

alluvial materials.

Partial jam removal at Condon Creek was quite successful,
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Figure 5A. Fall Creek logjam - May 1976.

Figure SB. Fall Creek site after logjam removal - October 1976.
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with access for anadromous fish improved markedly (Figure 6). The

amount of erosion was also substantially less than if complete removal

of the jam had been attempted. Several factors contributed to the

success of the Condon Creek removal. Spray paint was used to

designate the channel course through the jam, as well as to identify

debris to be removed above and below the logjam site. Extensive

supervisory time was saved by this approach, and field personnel had

a better understanding of what was expected from them. The channel

was wide enough to avoid constriction of streamflow during major

storms. This reduced the washing of large debris from the sides of

the channel, and probably avoided further blockage downstream. The

overall size of the jam also aided the stability of the remaining debris

outside the cut channel.

Some problems did arise at the Condon Creek jam during high

flows. As downcutting occurred within the cleared channel, the sides

of the channel were subject to periodic erosion. This resulted In

undercutting the debris at several locations. At future high flows,

large debris could be washed from the logjam. Another problem was

that as downcutting progressed, the presence of buried large organic

debris continued to pose fish passage problems. These passage

difficulties were alleviated by some additional work by field crews.

All logjam removal operations required some use of manual

labor. The amount of cleaning by hand at each site depended upon the
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Figure 6. Condon Creek site showing channel cut through logjam -
December 1976.



Figure 6.
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type of heavy equipment used, and whether the jam was partially or

completely removed. Removal operations involving cable systems

and those locations where only the surface of the jam was removed

required the greatest amount of manual labor. Field crews played

an important role at the lower Big Fall Creek and Fall Creek sites.

At both logjams the smaller organic debris was piled and burned, hence

the appearance of the removal site was improved and erosion of the

smaller surface debris was avoided. At the Fall Creek site, consider-

able effort was made by field crews to establish a well-defined channel

for the active stream to flow through the residual jam. This proved

to be highly successful by preventing stream meandering through the

alluvial deposits and minimizing increased amounts of sediment

and debris erosion. In the two years since hand crews aided the

channelization of the stream, Fall Creek has established a course

within the constructed channel.



DISCUSSION

The impact of logjam removaloperatioris on downstream popula-

tions of fish was found to be quite limited during this study. Part of

the reason for this undoubtedly lies with the project design and

execution. Hydrologic considerations, fish habitat preferences, and

precautions exercised during logjam removal also tended to reduce

impacts of removal operations and downstream sedimentation.

Pools are an important fish habitat that were expected to be

severely impacted following logjam removal. The extensive utilization

of pools by cutthroat trout in the Cascades, and several fish species,

especially coho salmon, in the Coast Range indicated the potential

for marked declines in the fish populations If the pools shou'd become

filled with sediment. In the Cascade sites (Big Fall Creek) however,

except for a short reach below each logjam, the major pools did not

fill as anticipated. This was attributed to a flushing action in the

pools at higher streamflows when bedload transport occurred.

In coastal streams, where longer shallow pools predominate,

filling of major pools was very pronounced. Despite this deposition,

salmonid species, particularly coho salmon in Cedar Creek, persisted

in numbers approximating or slightly below pre-removal levels. This

seems to indicate a degree of tolerance by some fish species of

sediment transported during storms, and also of pronounced
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sedimentation of preferred habitat.

Sedimentation of pools has resulted in declines of fish popula-

tions in some previous studies. Bjornn et al. (1974) proposed that

the summer carrying capacity of a pool was directly proportional to

its volume (or area). Any reduction in pool volume (or area) would

cause a proportional decline in fish numbers. On Cedar Creek this

did not happen to the coho, partially due to coho using isolated areas

of cover and small debris within former pools. Additionally, in some

pools the amount of habitat remained about the same despite massive

sedimentation. Individual species preferences, or the absence of

alternative habitats acceptable to chinook salmon and steelhead trout

in the study by Bjornn et al. could have accounted for the differing

study results.

Population estimates varied greatly between adjacent reaches

of stream. Since the different study sections associated with a

specific jam site were not selected to be similar in habitat, variation

in fish biomass among the sections was expected. This variation

was particularly large at Big Fall Creek in 1976. Although the two

lowest sections on this stream supported cutthroat populations In the

quantities expected, the upper three sections had markedly reduced

population numbers and biomass. The reason for the low numbers

of fish was not clear, although the close proximity of the upstream

limit of cutthroat distribution was a possible factor.
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In the comparison of electroshocking results from 1976 and 1977,

several problems are evident. Since only two years of data were

obtained, any changes that were observed must be assessed in terms

of the natural variability of population numbers from year to year.

Additionally, the occurrence of the 1976-77 winter drought and extre-

mely low flows in 1977 further restrict detailed interpretation of

population changes. The significant declines in stream widths in

1977, for example,make density comparisons with 1976 unacceptable.

Population increases in the upper sections of Big Fall Creek

are difficult to interpret. Larger numbers of age 1 fish accounted for

almost all of the increase in biomass. An increased overwinter

survival combined with an initially low stream density could have

produced this increase. The lower two electroshocking sections of

Big Fall Creek also had increased numbers of age 1 fish, but only about

10% of the increase noted in each of the upper three sections. However,

if fish populations in the upper sections of Big Fall Creek were approx-

imately at carrying capacity in 1976, it is difficult to account for

the increases in 1977, especially considering the Lower streamflows

during the second year.

On coastal watersheds, fish populations could have been

abnormally low during 1976, due to adverse stream conditions In the

fall of 1975. If this were the case, population increases would be

expected in subsequent years, assuming no other abnormally adverse
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conditions occurred. Adult biomass in both downstream sections on

Cedar Branch and Fall Creek increased in 1977. The Cedar Branch

"control" section showed a similar increase, whereas the Fall Creek

"control" did not (it should be remembered that the Cedar Branch

headwaters were subjected to bedload movement resulting from several

debris torrents in 1975, whereas the only torrent on Fall Creek entered

the stream below the control sect.ton). Therefore, It seems possible

that the fish populations could have been undergoing a recovery

process.

The possibiLity of a recovery process complicates analysis of

any trends in coastal populations of fish. For example, the absence

of any declines in downstream populations of fish could indicate that

logjam removal produced no adverse impacts (or no detectable

impacts). Another possibility is that the rate of stream recovery from

1975 storm events exceeded any adverse effects of logjam removal.

In this case, the effect of the removal would be to temporarily slow

the stream recovery, hence reducing the increase in fish populations

that would have occurred normally in 1977.

The natural variability of fish populations could account for the

population increases. Past studies have shown large annual fluctua-

tion in fish populations (Burns 1971). The occurrence of the 1976-77

drought, the markedly lower streamflows in 1977, and the sediment

released by logjam removal (at Cedar Branch) would all have been
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expected to negatively affect the populations of fish. Based on

habitat conditions in 1977, population levels would be expected to

be decreasing, rather than increasing. The population increases in

1977 would therefore seem to indicate that some factor other than

natural variability was dominating the fish populations. Although a

generalized recovery phenomenon could account for these increases,

the limited data from coastal sites prevent reaching this conclusion.

No clear decision was possible, therefore, on the principal

concern of whether logjam removal resulted in declines of downstream

fish populations existing at the time of removal. On Cedar Branch,

at least, there was rio such decline. Either the logjam removal

produced no downstream declines in fish abundacne, or the declines

were overwhelmed by a general increase in fish populations.

Although an increase in the imbeddedness of downstream riffles

and gravel was noted below most logjam removal sites, no attempt

was made to determine the effects of this increased sediment. On

some streams, particularly those supporting anadromous fish, silta-

tion of downstream spawning areas could be a major impact. Although

all the study streams had very limited areas of good spawning gravel,

other streams have long reaches of excellent gravel. Any logjam

removal on such a stream could cause a considerable decline In the

quality of spawning gravel. Other possible impacts of downstream

sedimentation could include declines in aquatic insect production as



well as reduced quantities of other food bases such as algae etc.

Since past studies (Gammon 1970; Bjornn et al. 1974) have shown

fairly rapid recovery of aquatic communities following short-term

sedimentation, this type of impact would be expected to be short

lived.
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The possible impacts of sedimentation during the winter were

not investigated during this study. Because fish populations are

usually dlosely associated with stream substrates and crevices when

water temperatures drop, imbedding of pool and riffle substrates

could be important. Bjornn et al. (1974) noted that increased imbed-

dedness of dominant substrate types would reduce the winter carrying

capacity of a stream for fish. Lestelle(1978) observed such a decline

in overwintering populations of resident trout in a stream subject to

debris removal and streambed instability. The populations of fish,

however, had recovered by the following summer. Whether a similar

overwinter decline occurred during this study is not known..

flosion-induced changes downstream from the logjam sites were

markedly different during the two winters. Throughout the winter of

1976-77, streamflow and eroding sediment tended to remain confined

within establIshed (active) channels similar to low flow patterns (the

exception to this was Fall Creek, which had debris induced changes

during March 1977 storms). During the winter of 1977-78 continued

erosion of sediment exposed and washed out large pieces of buried



organic debris. These tended to form debris accumulations that

obstructed s treamfiow, radically altered sediment de positional

patterns, and changed stream courses. On Big Fall Creek, substantial

changes in the active stream channel were caused by organic debris

washed from both logjam sites. Had these stream changes occurred

during the winter of 1976-77, fish populations in 1977 might have been

reduced.

Reprofiling of sediment accumulated behind logjams was found

to be a useful tool in determining sediment output following logjam

removal. Changes in the surface profile from 1976 to 1978 showed

that substantial quantities of sediment and debris were released,

almost entirely during winter storms.

Sampling of the surface layers of the sediment accumulations

revealed extremely high concentrations of fine sediments. Although

these concentrations were not representative of the jam alluvium as

a whole, they did indicate that suspended particles would be a major

constituent of the eroding sediment.

The high concentrations of fine sediment in the top layers

ruled out the alluvial deposits as favorable spawning habitat. Though

the active (summer) channel through the alluvium contained fewer

fines than adjacent deposits, any attempt to improve access through

the logjam usually started a progression of fall and winter down-

cutting within this channel, and the subsequent sloughing of channel
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terraces with higher fine concentrations. Therefore no alluvial deposits

at the jams studied had any appreciable spawning value following

logjam removal.

The large size of the logjams probably contributed to the

unsuitability of trapped gravels for spawning. Restricted streamflow,

and decreased gradient and turbulence in the vicinity of the logjam,

would cause some suspended sediments to settle out. Hig.her stream-

flows probably continued to deposit bedload and fine sediment in the

logjam. The net effect was for the logjam to become a large trap for

gravel and fine sediment. Holman and Evans (1964) noted the

tendency of logjam s to act as large sediment traps. At some of their

logjams, deposition was felt to have exceeded 3-4 m in depth. These

depositional areas were commonly packed so tightly that authors felt

they had little potential for spawning or insect production.

The removal of some logjams could result in an increased

quantity of downstream spawning areas. However, there are at least

two problems with this method of forming gravel deposits downstream.

The first is the large quantities of very fine seditr nts that are moving

simultaneously with the bedload gravels. Additionally, newly formed

spawning deposits may be short lived - such as on Cedar Creek - only

to be washed out again at higher flows. The prolonged suspension of

fine sediments during stormflows, and the downstream separation of

bedload size fractions, however, aid the formation of spawning gravel



accumulations, provided sufficIent depositional areas exist to hold the

routing gravel. Since these depositional areas are typically much

smaller than the upstream logjam, there is also less of a tendency for

fine sediments to drop out and clog the depositing gravel. This method

of utilizing routed sediment as a management tool has been tried by

the Bureau of Land Management in western Oregon (personal cornmuni.-

cation with John Anderson, Bureau of Land Management, Coos Bay,

Oregon). In several streams, placement of gabions downstream from

logjam removal sites resulted in the formation of spawning deposits

that continue to be utilized by steelhead and coho salmon.

Logjam s can provide valuable habitat. Significant numbers of

fish were found in the lower Big Fall Creek and Hehe Creek logjams.

The Big Fall Creek jam, which was 70 m in length, contained cutthroat

trout biorriass exceeding that of 100 iii of adjacent unobstructed stream

channel. Due to the abundance of side channels, pools, and covered

habitat within the logjam, the presence of a significant fish population

was not unexpected. Because the population estimates in the lower

Big Fall Creek logjam were absolute minimal amounts, it seems likely

that the jam supported fish populations substantially above those

residing in adjacent reaches of Big Fall Creek. The large number of

fish residing within the Hehe Creek jam further supports the position

that some logjams are important habitat types.

Logjams have been shown to provide in-stream benefits to fish.



Calhoun (1966) pointed out that in streams containing nonmigratory

fish, logjams could be particularly beneficial by creating pools and

providing shelter. In anadrornous streams, rearing habitat and escape

cover could be a useful benefit of stable logjams (Meehan 1974).

Debris accumulations can also be extremely Important to the over-

winter carrying capacity of rearing fish in a stream (Bus tard and

Narver 1975). Of course not all logjams provide such habitat. The

upper Big Fall Creek jam, as well as most Mapleton jams, provided

very little, If any, habitat suitable for fish. The main difference

between those logjams and the Hehe and lower Big Fall Creek jams

appeared to be the absence of large amounts of pool habitat within

the log jams. The possible benefits of habitat within the jam must also

be weighed against other potential drawbacks of logjams.

Log and debris acccumulatioris can prevent the utilization of

some streams by blocking passage of anadromous fish. In the case of

Cedar and Condon creeks, the amount of inaccessible channel was low

(1 .9 km and 1 .6 km respectively), but even this small amount of

channel had a greater value for anadromous fish production than any

in-jam habitat.

It is frequently very difficult to determine whether adult fish

are blocked by a particular logjam. As Narver (1971) observed, the

common situation is that one or more logjams become barriers only at

certain streamfiows, while remaining passable at other times. The
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Cedar Creek jam demonstrated the difficulty in assessing fish blockage.

Prior to electroshocking, the logjam was not believed to be a complete

block to coho salmon. The absence of coho upstream from the jam,

however, indicated otherwise. Re-examination of the logjam revealed

a poor jumping site at the logjam face, which may have caused the

blockage.

A number of advantages and disadvantages were associated with

partial removal of logjam s. The amount of sediment eroded from the

logjam site was typically much reduced over the amount expected with

complete removal of the logjam. Therefore the downstream fish habitat

was exposed to less sedimentation following jam removal. The partial

removals also tended to cost less than complete jam removal, and

required less time to complete. However, there was an increased risk

that the final appearance of the jam would be unsatisfactory and that

additional field work would be necessary to complete the cleanup.

Overall, the partially removed logjams had generally less potential

to adversely impact the downstream fishery due to less site disturbance

and reduced winter erosion.

At some sites partial logjam removal was not a feasible option.

For example, it was recognized that any partial removal of the Hehe

Creek logjam would likely result in the remaining debris washing out

during high streamflows. Therefore complete removal of the logjam

was desirable.
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The use of tractors in stream clearance work has several

advantages and disadvantages. Assuming reasonable access to a

logjam, a tractor usually offers the quickest and most efficient method

of complete logjam removal, incidently at the lowest cost. Ironically,

one of the principal objections to using a tractor is that it can be too

efficient by removing too much debris. Initially, this appeared to

have happened at upper Big Fall Creek. Despite extensive excavation

of the logjam, however, buried debris that was subsequently uncovered

caused accelerated site erosion and changes in the downstream channel.

Although the site initially appeared overcleaned, this did not appear

to be the case two summers later. Other researchers have also noted

the tendency for large debris to be buried under large logjams. Holman

and Evans (1964) noted than on occasion a second clearing of logs

was required after erosion had occurred at sites of previous logjam

removal. Tractor removals at Cedar and Hehe Creeks were done more

conservatively than at upper Big Fall Creek. There was, however,

less buried debris at Hehe and Cedar Creeks. The absence of extensive

tractor cleaning was also partially compensated for by an Increased

amount of manual work done by field crews at these two sites.

The logjams removed with a skyline had less site disturbance

and erosion than the logjams removed with a tractor. This was an

artifact, however, as the logjams removed wIth a skyling were usually

only partially removed. Therefore it became difficult to separate
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the advantages of partial logjam removal from those attributable to a

skyline. Undoubtedly, skyline removal is generally more efficient

than a tractor in moving large surface logs from the logjam to an

adjacent road. A skyline is usually less efficient in removing buried

logs or small organic debris. This can, however, be an advantage.

Since buried debris generally remained unavailable to skyline removal,

on-site disturbance during logjam removal was substantially reduced

over tractor removal of logjams.

Field crews often play an important role in logjam removal.

This was best exemplified at the lower Big Fall Creek and Fall Creek

removal sites. Although in different geographical areas, the removal

approaches were very similar. At each site a skyLine was the principle

removal mechanism, only the surface of the logjam was removed, and

field crews were extensively used. The attempt to construct a channel

through the residual jam at Fall Creek made a substantial difference

In the end result. Had a similar effort been made at lower Big Fall

Creek, extensive stream meandering through the jam site would

probably not have occurred. Therefore the amount of sediment eroded

during winter storms would have been reduced (although several hundred

cubic meters would still have been eroded). IMore importantly, the

stream course through the logjam would have been established far

better than it was by spring 1978, Hence the site would be considerably

closer to an equilibrium condition where future erosion would be
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minimized. Manual improvement of the Coridon Creek logjam was

another example of field personnel markedly improving a logjam.

Although hand-cutting a channel through the logjam was experimental,

anadromous fish passage was re-established and site disturbance and

winter erosion were minimized. Some additional clearance work was

done at the site following high streamfiows during winter 1977-78,

but this follow-up work was anticipated.

Almost all logjam sites needed small quantities of additional

cleaning following winter storms. This work typically consisted of

removing or burning small debris , improving access

for ariadromous fish through the former jam, or reducing future erosion

by the cutting of large debris exposed during erosion. This additional

cleanup was usually considered a low priority Item in future years,

and tended to be overlooked.

It was important to study problems common to all the logjam

sites, rather than dwell on the peculiarities of each removal operation.

Some of these common problems were the erosion of trapped sediment

following logjam removal, the downstream deposition and distribution

of eroded debris and sediment, and the possible effects on the down-

stream fish populations. A more detailed evaluation of logjam sites

would reveal a number of economic and biological comparisons that

were not addressed by this study. The management implications of
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some of these comparisons will be the subject of a future report

(Baker in preparation).

There are many spatial and temporal concerns that should be

kept in mind regarding the removal of large Iogjams. Foremost among

them would be a watershed-wide perspective on logjam formation and

removal. All of the streams studied during this project had debris

"problems" and logjams elsewhere in their drainages. Although one

logjam removal may seem inconsequential in light of disturbances

elsewhere In the watershed, in many cases it represents a point source

input equivalent to a major landslide. The cumulative impact of

numerous individual disturbances to a watershed, whether natural or

man caused, could produce a variety of impacts that are as yet

unrecognized. The role of increased sedimentation on a single stream

continues to be an important yet difficult topic to address. It is likely

more important to determine where the routed sediment did go after

logjam removal, rather than why some of it did or did not settle out

in given pools.

A broadened perspective is also desirable in consideration of

possible long range changes in stream systems and overall stream

health. Although most studies such as this are directed at short-term

evaluation, the long-term perspective is the framework In which the

importance of short-term changes should be evaluated. Fish popula-

tions, for example, have shown a delayed response to habitat
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changes, sometimes as long as 3 to 5 years after alteration (Hunt

1976). It may be that downstream habitat changes In this study are

not legitimately evaluated in the short-term perspective. Only if (and

when) we become knowledgeable about these broader concerns will we

begin to understand the effects of our actions.

The role of both large and small debris in stream channels has

only recently gained the attention it deserves. Within this expanding

field of study, Large debris accumulations, including logjams,

probably play an Important role in stream ecosystems. Therefore,

decisions involving the removal of logjams should not be taken lightly.

Although this study showed few declines in fish populations below

logjam removal sites, it would be erroneous to indiscriminately apply

the results of this study to other logjams or stream clearance activities.

There is still much research that should be done on logjams. The

ultimate fate of sediment released following logjam removal, the role

of some logjams in providing habitat, and the geomorphic role of

large debris on individual streams and watersheds are all examples of

research possibilities that could produce Important Insights into the

role of logjams, and the impacts of logjam removal.
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APPENDICES



Appendix A. Population estimates (N) and two standard deviations
(2 S.D.) of fish in electroshocked sections of streams.

1976 1977
N (2 S.D.) N (2 S.D.)

Cedar Creek (163 to 263 m above logjam)

Age 1+ trout 23.2 ( 3.5) 36.6 (29.4)
Age 0 trout 18.0 (37.9) 92.7 (10.5)

Age 1+dace 0.0 (0.0) 16.1 (0.6)
Age 0 dace 0.0 ( 0.0) 4.5 ( 3.0)

Age 0 coho 0.0 ( 0.0) 34.3 ( 1.4)

Cedar Creek (0 to 100 m below logjam)

Age 1+ trout 33.1 ( 6.9) 16.0 ( 3.4)
Age 0 trout 54.0 (65.7) 131.8 (25.4)

Age 1+dace 65.3 (41.3) 50.0 (42.4)
Age 0 dace 19.0 ( 6.0) 28.4 ( 4.0)

Age 0 coho 32.7 (29.2) 29.4 (10.4)

Cedar Creek (250 to 350 m below logjam)

Age 1+ trout 10.1 ( 0.9) 12.1 ( 0.8)
Age 0 trout 80.4 (25.8) 153.1 (54.0)

Age 1+dace 66.7 (90.7) 65.9 (5.4)
Age 0 dace 10.6 ( 2.8) 85.7 (10.8)

Age 0 coho 42.2 (68.6) 30.2 ( 5.5)

Cedar Creek pool (440 to 464 m below logjam)

Age 1+ trout 11* 16.7 ( 8.3)
Age 0 trout 3* 10.6 ( 2.8)

Age 1+ dace 21* 104.2 (39.4)
Age 0 dace 82* 76.2 (26.5)

Age 0 coho 71* 46.2 (13.3)



Appendix A (continued)

1976
N 2 S.D.)

1977
N (± 2 S.D.)

Cedar Branch (237 to 337 m above logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat 29.1 ( 0.9) 19.7 ( 2.5)
Age 0 cutthroat 14.0 ( 0.0) 92.2 (18.8)

Cedar Branch (0 to 100 m below logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat 22.2 ( 3.7) 20.1 C 0.5)
Age 0 cutthroat 46.1 (13.3) 22.0 ( 0.5)

Cedar Branch (213 to 313 m below logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat 21.2 (1.2) 15.4 (1.7)
Age 0 cutthroat 12.0 (12.0) 10.0 ( 0.0)

Fall Creek (72 to 173 m above logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat 42.8 ( 2.3) 41.3 ( 3.3)
Age 0 cutthroat 53.4 ( 5.0) 70.2 ( 7.0)

Fall Creek (109 to 205 m below logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat 17.1 ( 0.6) 25.0 ( 3.1)
Age 0 cutthroat 70.9 ( 2,4) 63.3 ( 8.7)

Fall Creek (312 to 409 m below logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat 42.7 ( 5,6) 48.7 ( 9.2)
Age 0 cutthroat 35.3 ( 9.1) 36.6 (29.4)



Appendix A (continued)

1976 1977
N (± 2 S.D.) N (± 2 S.D.)

Big Fall Creek (84 to 184 rn above upper logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat 21.6 ( 2.2) 45.4 ( 5.0)
Age 0 cutthroat 72.5 ( 3.3) 16.0 (13.9)

Big Fall Creek (0 to 97 m below upper logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat 18.5 (1.4) 69.0 (10.8)
Age 0 cutthroat 105.0 (19.8) 16.3 (1.6)

Big Fall Creek (197 to 297 m below upper logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat 28.8 ( 2.5) 69.1 ( 4.2)
Age 0 cutthroat 135.2 (18.7) 31.5 C 7.9)

Big Fall Creek (0 to 100 m below lower logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat 62.2 ( 7.3) 59.7 ( 5.2)
Age 0 cutthroat 100.0 (20.4) 8.0 ( 9.8)

Big Fall Creek (200 to 300 m below lower logjam)

Age 1+ cutthroat 57.8 ( 6.8) 68.2 ( 4.3)
Age 0 cutthroat 92.6 (27.0) 25.6 ( 9.0)

*Number of fish actually captured during prolonged electroshocking.



Appendix B-i. Field map of Cedar Creek pool 44 prior to logjam
removal (same location as Figures 3A and 3B).
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Appendix B-2. Field map of Cedar Creek pool #4 after winter storm-
f lows of March 1977.
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